Welcome to Great Brook Farm State Park Winter Trails Guidelines

As you will see on the map (reverse side), there are designated trails for hiking and for skiing at Great Brook Farm State Park. There is a large parking lot at 1018 Lowell St. which will accommodate both skiers and hikers.

SKIERS: All skiers must have a trails pass to use the groomed ski trails. Ski passes are available for purchase at the Ski Touring Center, 1018 Lowell St. Please stay on designated, groomed ski trails.

HIKERS: The Ski Touring Center parking lot gives you easy access to Winter Hiking trails on the West side of Lowell St. (see map). Acorn Trail is an ‘easy’ trail and is groomed for your winter hiking enjoyment. Fern Loop trail also located on the West side of Lowell St; is moderately challenging and is not groomed. Dogs are allowed on these trails. Park Staff encourages use of these trails.

Winter hiking trails in the Indian Hill area are difficult and not groomed. Please do not walk or cross the groomed ski trails except where marked. No dogs allowed in this area.

- Snack Bar and warming area available at the Hart Barn/Ski Center
- Abide by and follow all posted signs
- Dogs allowed on Acorn and Fern Loop trails ONLY
- Groomed ski trails are for skiers only
- Ski Trail Passes are available for purchase at the Ski Center
- When conditions do not permit groomed skiing, all trails are open for all uses